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Month Overview :

In this unit, students will learn how to draw different portrait details,
using geometric shapes and guidelines. They will be able to create a
portrait that expresses emotions, concepts, and meaning.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

We started this unit with research about Pablo Picasso’s portraits.
Students reflected on four different portraits in terms of their style, the
art elements used, and the emotional metaphor within. After that, we
discussed expressions in art and how different colors, shapes, forms,
etc… express different emotions. To develop their drawing skills,
students drew and shaded each facial feature (eyes/ lips/ nose) on their
sketchbooks and also sketched a human face with the right proportions
using the taught tips and techniques. Following that, students will create
a mood board to set the emotions and expressions that they want in
their self-portrait practice.

Assessment Overview :

All four criteria will be covered during this unit, Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills), Criterion C (Thinking
Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding).











Month Overview :

Our second Drama unit of the second term talks about puppet theater
and types of puppetry through history as we stay connected with the
previous unit (types of characters). Also, we are still connected to the
Arabic Language and Literature discipline through the interdisciplinary
unit (play). 



Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students started to develop scripts so they can perform and create
characters by puppets. They will also learn how to create a puppet from
scratch as well as performing techniques using types of puppetry in
theater.

Assessment Overview :

Students have started their formative assessments where they are
working in small groups and individually on research and auditioning.

Service as Action :

Students will explore how puppet theatre can be used to show human
capability and innovation. 









Unit Overview :

In this unit, learners will explore different holidays and festivals that we
celebrate and how we express our values and beliefs. 

PHASE 1

Activities and Tasks Overview  :

We continued working on the same unit “Les fêtes et les festivals”.
Learners identified the different types of postal cards. After that,
learners worked on writing their own. They learned all about French
speaking countries and they identified the meaning of ten French words
and used them to write a poem or create a poster. Learners identified “
les verbes modaux” by going through different activities and watching
videos and they learned how to use them in simple sentences. Learners
also discovered the verbs of the third group in the present form. 



Assessment Overview  

Learners went through a summative Assessment to cover Criteria A, B and
D on April 8th and a summative Assessment to cover Criterion C “Speaking”
on the 22nd of April.  

PHASE 2

Activities and Tasks Overview :

We wrapped up the unit “Les fêtes et les festivals” where students
presented what they prepared for the “Journée de la Francophonie” each
student worked on a word from the ten words and prepared a presentation
about it. After that, we started with the new unit “A quoi sert l'école” where
we started by telling the time in French. Later on, students were able to
identify “Les verbes pronominaux” and how they are different from the
regular verbs, after this lesson we started talking about our daily routine.

Assessment Overview :

Learners went through a summative assessment Criterion D “Writing”.
Their next summative assessment will be on the 8th of May in Criterion C
“Speaking” The 10th of May Criterion A “Listening” and Criterion B
“Reading”. 







Month Overview :

In this unit students learn about different angles and explore the
relationships between them as they express their artistry and creativity
and explore the global context of personal and cultural expression.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

During this unit, students learned about lines, rays and segments and
how to write the name and symbol for each. They also practiced drawing
and measuring different angles using a protractor. We watched several
videos to help students develop long-term memory. The videos help
them understand the steps of drawing and measuring the angles, know
the different relations between angles e.g. supplementary and
complementary angles. They also had group work activities and
investigations about different types of angles and their measurements.
As practice (transfer skills) one of our classes was conducted by the art
teacher Ms. Madlein Yaghnam, who showed the students the connection
between mathematics and art, and how the use of angles affected the
drawing.

Assessment Overview :

Students practiced criterion B (Exploring Patterns) by solving two
different investigations, both were discussed in class. Formative A
(Knowing and Understanding) was practiced through homework and a
worksheet.  





Month Overview :

This month, we started our new unit on basketball. Students understand what
they should do in this unit as we went over the overview by explaining the
concepts, global context and statement of inquiry.

Activities and Tasks Overview : 

We focused on the basketball rules. Students watched a video on FIBA rules and
they wrote their notes. Then, they started working on powerpoint slides talking
about FIBA rules. Students learned that being responsible for interacting with
others and adapting to change may lead to consequences that could benefit the
team. 

Assessment Overview :

Students will be assessed summatively at the end of the unit according to their
end product.






